Cheremosh
Rafting on the Cheremosh river (3 days)
Every year in spring when the first breathe of the sunbeams warmth starts to evoke mountains from a long
winter sleep the white peaks of the picturesque Carpathians change their snow-white dress into the green one.
Thousands of streams flow down the slopes of the mountains singing the winning song of spring and then
merging with each other making the rivers turbulent and evoking every living thing around by their noise. They
as well as the ancient inhabitants of this region – hutsuls – hospitably invite you to be their guest to experience
all the strength and beauty of nature, fill the hearts with the spring joy, clear your thoughts and soul among
this wildness and fill yourself with the positive energy fro the whole next year!
April - May
Program
Day 1

Meeting in Ivano-Frankivsk. Journey to the Cheremosh river.
Yaremche (visiting a pretty resort at the Carpathians with the beautiful waterfall „Probiy” and the hutsulian
souvenir market, where you can buy the traditional hand-made souvenirs – the masterpieces of Ukrainian
handicraft).
Arrival to the tent camp site at the river. Safety techniques instruction, training.
Welcome dinner.
Day 2

Breakfast.
Preparing for the floating.
Rafting at the most complicated section of the route of the Chorny Cheremosh river (passing the following
rapids – Dzembronya, Bila Kobyla, Huchok and Velyky Huk).
Returning to the camp. Lunch.
Floating on the Topilche-Verkhovyna section (continuation of learning about Hutsulshchyna).
Returning to the camp. Dinner.

Day 3

Breakfast.
Rafting on the Chorny Cheremosh (checking the gained knowledge and skills, rapids passing for those who
still feel strong enough to do it).
Returning to the camp. Lunch.
Returning to Ivano-Frankivsk.

*The organizer is entitled to the right to make the slight changes to the program without changing the general content of a trip.
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